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Policy Statement

Introduction
A patient-centred approach to medical education is necessary to adequately equip the healthcare workforce in providing the highest standard of patient care. The integral role of patients in healthcare professions’ education is underscored by their firsthand insights and specialised knowledge gained from personal experiences. Integrating the patient’s voice in medical education enables students to gain confidence and skills while focusing on patients’ needs, facilitating a partnership and mutual understanding.

IFMSA Position
The International Federation of Medical Students’ Associations (IFMSA) holds patient involvement in high regard within medical education, recognising it as a cornerstone for fostering patient empowerment and championing patient-centred care. This, in turn, bolsters health systems and enhances health outcomes. IFMSA deeply values the profound significance of weaving patient experiences and perspectives into the tapestry of medical education to ensure its comprehensiveness and quality. Medical schools must reach the pinnacle of education through systematic, evidence-based approaches, involving patients in diverse roles—from educational and instructional capacities to pivotal roles in assessment and decision-making.

Call to Action
Therefore, the IFMSA calls on:

Governments to:
- Allocate resources for robust patient safety integration in medical education curricula.
- Collaborate with international medical education bodies to uphold patient safety standards.
- Establish partnerships for knowledge exchange, training educators, and ensuring patient-centred and interprofessional care in medical education, including consent, evaluation, and post-program assessments.
- Create a multicultural environment in medical education, focusing on chronic illness care, social accountability, and inclusion.
- Collaborate with educational institutions and equipped patients for training programs.
- Gather patient inputs on programs, service design, and policies.
- Establish regulatory partnerships with patients for medication outcomes without additional access barriers.
- Adopt resource management policies for patient-focused training programs, mandating participation.
- Provide financial support for patient-related interventions and partnerships.
- Encourage national medical education bodies to incorporate patient involvement in curricula.

Medical Schools and Academic Institutions to:
- Develop medical education programs systematically incorporating patients’ perspectives.
- Review and revise curricula to include comprehensive patient safety training.
- Implement faculty development programs for effective patient safety teaching.

Medical and Health Organizations (WHO, WFME, WMA, etc.) to:
- Conduct research in all WHO regions on the importance of patient involvement in medical education.
- Collaborate for the integration of patient safety in international medical education frameworks.
- Encourage interprofessional collaborations for a unified approach to patient safety.
- Develop standardised guidelines for patient encouragement in medical education.
- Establish and implement programs emphasising the importance of patient involvement.
- Recognise and actively promote patient involvement.
- Establish connections with patient organisations for effective outreach.

IFMSA Members, NMOs, and Medical Students to:
- Recognize and promote patient involvement for a better doctor-patient relationship.
- Actively engage in advocacy and capacity-building for patient safety in medical education.
Advocate and contribute to patient involvement in medical education research.
Publish policies supporting patient involvement on all organisation levels.

**Patient Organizations** to:
- Develop surveys and research projects to gauge patient feelings about involvement in medical education.
- Promote the benefits of patient involvement in medical education.
- Engage in partnerships to integrate patients into medical education.
- Foster partnerships with medical schools for enhanced educational strategies.
- Develop and implement effective patient involvement strategies.
- Contribute to ongoing monitoring of patient involvement statistics.

**Accreditation Agencies** to:
- Incorporate patient safety as a core criterion in medical school accreditation.
- Develop research and guidelines for patient-student collaboration.
- Integrate Patient Centred Communication skills into accreditation criteria.
- Encourage medical schools to engage diverse patients for richer educational experiences.
- Incorporate Patient Perspectives into accreditation criteria, including curricula involvement.
- Support faculty development for incorporating patient perspectives into teaching methodologies.
Position Paper

Background information
In accordance with the guidelines set forth by the World Medical Association, the imperative of medical education is to equip all medical students with the requisite skills, knowledge, and professional conduct essential for delivering a superior standard of patient care (1). The commitment to maintaining a pinnacle level of medical education is universally recognised among physicians (1). Substantiated by an expanding body of evidence, the provision of patient-centred care, aligned with the needs, preferences, and desires of patients, correlates with more favourable health outcomes. The concept of patient-centred care has permeated all spheres of medicine and has manifested in the active engagement of patients in medical education by select educators and institutions (1).

The term "patient," encompassing persons with health conditions, caregivers, and those with pertinent lived experiences (such as patient advocates and community members), lacks universally accepted terminology but is integral to the discussion (2,3). In consonance with the principles of patient-centred care, involving patients in medical education emerges as an integral element in training a workforce capable of promoting patient participation in healthcare (3). Studies underscore that impediments to achieving patient-centredness often emanate from the traditional approach to health professional education. The historical perception of medical identity excluded shared responsibility and power with patients, potentially contributing to the erosion of empathy and patient-centredness among medical students (4,5). Addressing these barriers necessitates a paradigm shift in medical education that acknowledges the collaborative role patients can play. A global consensus has underscored the importance of involving all relevant stakeholders, including patients, in shaping medical education to better address health needs, aligning with the social accountability of medical schools (6). Innovative approaches advocating for patient-centredness as a partnership principle elevate patient involvement to a collaborative role, considering patients as integral members of the treatment team (7). Embedding this principle in the education of health professionals is essential to foster this cultural shift.

Furthermore, while there was an overall surge in the integration of technology into medical education during the COVID-19 pandemic (8), it's important to note that the increased use of digital technology hasn't necessarily led to amplified levels of patient and carer engagement in medical training (9). The shift toward "live" interactions between students and patients has witnessed a rise, yet challenges persist, necessitating concerted efforts to ensure positive and constructive experiences for all participants (9). Looking ahead, future teaching methodologies ought to emphasise and augment the involvement of patients and carers in medical education. Additionally, measures should be in place to assist them in overcoming any potential barriers that may emerge when engaging remotely (9).

Physicians widely acknowledge the value of learning from patients and its profound impact on medical practice (10). Patient involvement, defined during the 2015 International Conference in Vancouver, entails active collaboration as teachers, assessors, curriculum developers, and decision-makers in education (3). While various initiatives and benefits of patient involvement in literature have been described, there remains a dearth of research on systematic approaches to patient involvement in different levels of medical education. Insufficient evidence on the long-term impacts on practice and benefits for care recipients, coupled with gaps in theoretical understanding, underscores the need for further research and development. Addressing these gaps will inform policies, structural changes, and organisational actions to enhance active patient involvement in medical education (2,3,11). Recent findings underscore the urgency of ongoing efforts to shape policies based on the latest insights into fostering active patient participation in medical education (9).

Discussion

Patients’ role in medical education
It is essential that patients participate in medical education for healthcare workers. Patients successfully and efficiently impart knowledge to medical and nursing students, benefitting both the students and the patients (12). In the past, patients have taken an active role in instruction and/or evaluation, which is frequently carried out by
a qualified patient-educator with the aim of including patient perspectives in the teaching about illness and its effects on lifestyle, psychological well-being, and socioeconomic status (13). It is important to highlight, nonetheless, that despite the possibility of creating a partnership between patients and healthcare professionals, family members and clinicians continue to oppose patient participation and cooperation (14).

Patient participation in medical education is essential to the training of future medical practitioners. By sharing their knowledge and experiences, patients can help healthcare professionals learn more about illness and how it affects lifestyle and well-being from a unique viewpoint (12). Active patient participation in the development of curricula is especially crucial since it can aid in bridging the gap between medical education policy and practice (15). Better patient care, long-term treatment adherence, patient satisfaction, and enhanced healthcare outcomes have all been linked to patient engagement and patient-centredness in medical education (12). Patients can provide ways to learn practical clinical skills, examinations, history taking and different clinical procedures. In addition to the disease or competency-specific courses, patients can also participate in consultative meetings with partners to identify desirable personal qualities, graduate capabilities, and the development of a community-based learning environment (11).

Although patients are commonly considered as teaching partners in medical education, active patient involvement necessitates that faculty recognise patients’ participation as participants in the learning process (16). Patients are open to participating in medical education as long as they receive respectful treatment. Informed consent and effective communication were recognised as critical components of best practices during medical students’ training (17).

**Patient involvement and recruitment**

Cultural, structural, and human factors all have an impact on the intricate and diverse concept of patient participation and recruitment (18). Factors associated with the patient, including embracing the new role as a patient, limited medical understanding, a lack of self-assurance, the presence of other health conditions, and diverse sociodemographic elements, collectively influence the inclination to engage in the healthcare process (19). Patients’ preferred level of involvement varies depending on the nature of their condition, their personal traits, and their connections with healthcare providers (20). For the development of patient-centred hospitals and facilities, patients should be involved and recruited, e.g. patient and patient carers participation in education curriculum design. Patients, especially those diagnosed with chronic illnesses in particular can be excellent lecturers and their involvement has been linked to improved patient care and health outcomes (12).

Various methods assess patient involvement and recruitment in medical education, including the Cambridge Framework. The Cambridge framework serves as a tool for assessing patient engagement in the educational process, offering curriculum planners and educators a means to assess and oversee the degree to which patients actively participate. The objective of this framework is to establish a universal classification for patient safety concepts, ensuring consistency and coherence. The aim is to facilitate learning and enhance patient safety across diverse healthcare systems. It is important to emphasise that the conceptual framework of the International Classification for Patient Safety is not merely a classification system. Rather, it delineates a comprehensive information model designed to elucidate the epistemology of patient safety incidents (21). Even though patient involvement has been shown to have benefits, there are still issues and obstacles that must be resolved, including the low sensitivity of faculty and students on the importance of such clinical interactions and subsequent struggles in gaining resource support (22).

**Patient involvement in the curriculum**

In recent years, the imperative for active patient involvement in medical education has gained increasing recognition, necessitating a re-evaluation of existing frameworks. The integration of patients into the medical curriculum has been a focal point, with a growing emphasis on evidence-based approaches aligned with Kirkpatrick’s four-level hierarchy of learning evaluation: reaction, learning, behaviour, and results (23). Studies highlight the effectiveness of the Towle Taxonomy in categorising patient involvement, considering factors like encounter duration, patient autonomy, training, curriculum inclusion, and institutional commitment (24). This taxonomy serves as a systematic structure to delineate the diverse spectrum of patient engagement in medical education, providing a nuanced understanding of the multifaceted nature of this involvement (25).
Medical institutions are encouraged to adopt creative approaches to patient and public participation, tailoring strategies based on the specific type and intent of involvement. A critical aspect is the utilisation of diverse backgrounds and fields of knowledge from the local community, including traditionally hard-to-reach groups (26). Active participation, often requiring careful planning and instruction, should be delivered consistently, acknowledging the distinct presentations and insights that various patient types bring to the educational experience (26). Patients contribute significantly to medical education programs, enhancing not only case studies but also fostering a holistic, patient-centred perspective in care (27). Students express satisfaction with patient-led experiential learning, particularly in sessions addressing chronic diseases (28). The presence of a social assistant alongside medical professionals further facilitates patient comfort and engagement in the learning environment (29).

Problem-based learning emerges as an effective method for incorporating patients into formal teaching. Real patients prove to be potent stimuli in this context, eliminating organisational or ethical challenges (30). Innovative models, such as “The Patient-Centred Medical Home as Curricular Model,” showcase early patient encounters under student supervision, promoting peer education in curricula (31). Another model suggests students following patients in their daily lives, fostering quality communication and emphasising patient-centredness in education (32). Assessment methods have also evolved to include patients in formative and summative evaluations. Environment-specific assessment tools, such as the mini-clinical evaluation exercise, direct observation of procedural skills, and case-based discussions, demonstrate promise in gauging progress when patients are involved subjectively (33,34). Patients can also play a role in high-stakes summative assessments, offering constructive criticism in exams like the final year objective structured clinical examination (OSCE) and contributing to the evaluation of study articles (35). While patients actively participate in planning, executing, and assessing educational programs, there remains a need for further research to objectively measure the impact of these methods (36,37).

**Benefits of patient involvement**

All patients are involved in medical education to some degree even if it is only a passive role by providing their disease experience. Maximising this involvement is highly beneficial to both medical students and patients (13). Active patient involvement allows medical students to become better doctors as it equips them with vital skills such as communication skills, patient-centred care, and successful patient interactions. This can be achieved by allowing medical students to take on real-life clinical cases, in a real setting and with real patients. However, this process needs to assure patients’ health, safety, and rights (38). On the patients’ side, patient involvement remains beneficial due to the gratification of aiding in the medical education process as well as increasing the patients’ information and awareness about their health condition. These patients are delighted to aid in medical education and believe it is an act of altruism (38).

Additionally, patients not only contribute to practical skill development in students but also to the development of student attitudes towards patients in a personal and professional manner (15). For example, some countries involved parents of children with developmental disabilities in teaching paediatric residents and medical students (25). Also, workshops run by professional adult actors with learning disabilities were designed to promote positive student attitudes towards these conditions (25). Other patient-teachers were people with AIDS, cancer, mental illness and cared for patients with dementia (25). Moreover, studies have shown that patient involvement increases learner satisfaction and improves communication skills in healthcare professionals. Many students comment on gaining new insights and confidence when they practise on patients who give feedback, and they mentioned that such training involving patients increases their understanding, skills, and experience of the disease (26). All this explains the benefits of patient involvement to the medical student (25).

Furthermore, medical education research is an area where the importance of patients’ involvement is being shed light on for the first time. The goal is to advocate for the active involvement of patients in medical education research instead of only including patients as data sources and to push for doing research with patients instead of research being done to them (39). Some researchers include patients to make their research more relevant to patients concerning patient outcomes (39). However, others said they abstain from including patients as medical education research is not relevant to patients (39). Many researchers challenge this claim by stating that educating future doctors and their research will affect patients, more so for patients of academic healthcare centres that will deal directly with medical students (39). Patient involvement in medical education research can
benefit study priority setting, posing research questions, data collection and analysis, or dissemination efforts to make the research more patient-centred (39).

Finally, some medical education researchers include patients to abide by their respective research ethics board/institutional review board requirements and policies for patient involvement in medical research. On the one hand, it ensures patient involvement in medical education research. On the other hand, including patients just for the sake of following requirements may be redundant. In conclusion, patient involvement in medical education research should be done because researchers believe in it not just to follow procedure (39).

**Patient safety**

It is important to ensure the safety of patients involved in medical courses. This requires clear guidelines, which, among other things, regulate informed consent, ensure that patients are fully informed, and set explicit boundaries to protect them from harm or exploitation (40). In addition, there is a need for fully trained patient educators who understand their responsibilities and respect patient privacy. Patient safety is a critical consideration in medical education, demanding urgent attention from all stakeholders (41). The literature highlights a significant discrepancy between the patient safety competencies healthcare professionals need in clinical practice and the current medical curricula (40).

Institutions should also establish effective communication channels and support mechanisms to address concerns arising during educational encounters. Ethical considerations, including respect for autonomy, beneficence, and non-maleficence, must guide institutions and educators in prioritising patient well-being throughout the educational process (42,43). Safeguarding patient information is fundamental to patient safety, and institutions must adopt robust measures to protect patient confidentiality and privacy (42). Regular monitoring and evaluation mechanisms should be in place to assess the impact of patient involvement on the educational process and patient well-being. Institutions should also promote diversity in patient representation and cultural sensitivity to create an equitable and respectful educational environment (42). Acknowledging the power dynamics in the student-patient relationship is crucial, and institutions must cultivate a culture of mutual respect and empower patients to express concerns or withdraw from educational activities without fear of repercussions (44). Emergency protocols must also be in place to ensure a swift and effective response in the rare event of unforeseen complications during educational encounters (43). Institutions must commit to continuous improvement by adopting policies and practices based on feedback, research findings, and emerging best practices (45). This commitment ensures that patient safety remains a dynamic and evolving consideration, including in the ever-changing landscape of medical education.

Medical students are considered crucial to upholding and promoting patient safety within the context of medical education. Their active involvement in patient safety initiatives contributes to a comprehensive and dynamic learning environment, fostering their own development and the patients' well-being (46). Medical students are on the frontline in implementing patient safety protocols, serving as key participants in ensuring patient safety. Hereby, hands-on experiences enable students to become familiar with the practical aspects of ensuring patient safety. This includes asking for informed consent, maintaining confidentiality, and coping with ethical dilemmas. These encounters empower students to apply theoretical knowledge to concrete situations and improve their risk assessment and mitigation skills (40). Moreover, medical students act as advocates for patient safety, actively participating in creating and maintaining a culture that prioritises the well-being of patients. They contribute fresh perspectives and innovative ideas to patient safety discussions, challenging existing norms and championing continuous improvement (42). By doing so, students become agents of change, influencing the institutional approach to patient safety and fostering a culture of vigilance and accountability (43).

In continuous monitoring and evaluation, medical students are crucial in providing feedback on patient safety practices. Their perspectives, gleaned from direct interactions with patients and educational encounters, offer valuable insights into the effectiveness of existing safety measures and areas for improvement. This feedback loop creates a dynamic system where students actively contribute to refining patient safety protocols based on their firsthand experiences (47). Furthermore, medical students act as ambassadors of patient safety principles within their peer groups (43). They are responsible for spreading knowledge, sharing best practice and raising awareness of patient safety among their colleagues. This peer-to-peer education enhances the collective sense
of responsibility for patient wellbeing and creates a culture in which patient safety is integrated into every aspect of medical practice (43).

**Patient Involvement in Post-Pandemic Recovery**

Illness experiences of COVID-19 are often regarded as a minor. On the other hand, advanced ventilatory support—with or without ICU admission—might be necessary for patients whose conditions worsen. About 26–32% of all hospitalised patients with COVID-19 patients worldwide have needed to be admitted to the intensive care unit (48). Critical illness survivors of COVID-19 emphasise the need for a specialist, coordinated, and personalised recovery pathway (49). The suggestion for patient participation and collaborative decision-making in preoperative evaluation and optimization supports this (50). During the pandemic, higher education was presented with a huge number of challenges in terms of organising education in remote settings. These circumstances facilitated the emergence of new innovative ways of teaching and learning leading to the conclusion that higher education is more innovative and flexible than might have been imagined previously (8). While live interactions in digital settings present a bigger challenge than video or web-based interactions, addressing challenges in this area is crucial to ensure positive experiences for all involved parties (9). Some patients report being unable to access the necessary technology for online consultations (51).

The pandemic also brought an increase of telemedicine usage in the everyday life of patients and professionals. There are a lot of potential benefits in engaging medical students in telemedical activities when it comes to the quality of education as well as the effectiveness of the healthcare systems (52). When reimagining post-pandemic patient involvement in medical education we can separate our objectives in the teaching & learning part and utilising learners’ part. Competencies developed through this kind of approach are utterly important in tackling new health challenges and the further implementation of telemedicine in the curricula for undergraduate medical education (53). There is still a gap in research when it comes to learners and patient perspectives on the effects of utilising digital tools to involve patients in medical education and future research is needed (54). Future teaching should enhance the role of patients and carers in medical education, supporting them to overcome potential remote barriers (9).
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